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1 Project Summary
Our project aim was to release open educational resources (OERs) to support the education of sickle cell
and thalassaemia, and through the project to help raise public awareness of these medical conditions.
These are haemoglobin disorders and are of growing global significance due partly due to better
diagnosis and treatment, and not only is there a dearth of good quality teaching material for academic
institutions to use, there is a great need for increased awareness of these conditions for example in
schools and the workplace. SCOOTER has released a colourful body of educational materials including
medical images, animations and interviews with people working in the area of sickle cell and
haemoglobin disorders. Our website (http://www.sicklecellanaemia.org) ranks on page one of Google for
the search term “sickle cell anaemia” and receives over 500 visitors per month from all over the world.
Another of SCOOTER’s aims was to research which online marketing techniques could help increase the
visibility of teaching materials on the internet for teachers, tutors and academics to use, and whether
these techniques could also encourage the general public and students to find and use the resources.
Therefore, a significant body of work in this report is in relation to online marketing, known as search
engine optimisation (SEO).
Users of SCOOTER resources are a diverse group, and in a study at De Montfort University, students
used SCOOTER as part of their Medical Science degree programme and found the experience very
positive, claiming:
“It is excellent to see such hard work being distributed throughout the world for free. These resources are
of very high quality and are valuable adjuncts to the lives of thousands. I feel proud of the fact that I study
at DMU”.
(De Montfort University Medical Science Student, March 2011).

2 Main Body of Report
SCOOTER was established to meet a growing need for quality educational materials to assist with the
teaching of haemoglobin disorders, in particular in relation to sickle cell disease and thalassaemia.
SCOOTER has released a number of science, social science and healthcare educational materials, and
as intended, has also released OER on a wide and colourful range of topics to raise awareness and
interest in the subject. To achieve this, SCOOTER involved a range of contributors, not just within the
Faculty of Health and Life Science at De Montfort University, but also academics across a range of
subjects to also embrace social, historical and legal aspects associated with sickle cell and thalassaemia.
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2.1 Project Outputs and Outcomes
1

Details of the project outputs and outcomes are available online and summarised below. Appendix 2
Table 1 lists the project deliverables.
Tangible OUTPUTS in addition to reports and dissemination were to include:
A 180 credits of OERs on a range of subjects (e.g. arts to science) for a range of levels (e.g.
schools, university predominantly, and health and life science professionals).
B The use of online marketing strategies and search engine optimisation to promote the OERs
on the internet.
C Evolution of a sustained institutional approach at De Montfort University.
The resulting OUTCOMES were to include:
Release OER that are used and reused both nationally and internationally
Enquire about the fringe benefits of OER including marketing, raising public awareness in
addition to educational benefits for learners and academics
Enquire how to lead a cultural transformation of embedding OER in intuitional policy, processes
and procedures.

OUTPUT A
180 credits of OERs on a range of subjects (e.g. arts to science) for a range of
levels (e.g. schools, university predominantly, and health and life science
professionals).
SCOOTER’s aim was to produce a breadth of resources mainly targeting university level education but
also with the purpose of widening awareness of sickle cell and thalassaemia. SCOOTER produced
resources for schools, the wider community and healthcare professionals. OER released were a range of
granularities with the thinking this would facilitate reuse of assets, and this also reflected the diverse
range of materials already available from staff within our faculty. A wide variety of materials were
released from raw asset files, photographs, to more comprehensive learning objects. Hence the
SCOOTER remit for “online topics plus educational resources”.
SCOOTER Team Details and OERs Released
There have been a wealth of contributors to the project (Appendix 1), including healthcare professionals,
scientific laboratories and non-government charitable organisations. Nearly everyone approached was
more than keen to be involved with the SCOOTER project, and at times, the contributions of materials
was not only very touching but almost overwhelming to process. From the outset the Project Lead (VR)
constructed and used an OER Pipeline to manage the production and release of resources.
OERs released to date (20th June 2011) are detailed in Appendix 3 and include:
•
•
•

81 individual OERs have been released under the Creative Commons BY SA Licence.
OERs have been released in multiple formats to ensure accessibility and interoperability with 232
items of OER in total.
54% was recreated from existing content; 6% was adapted from other OER; 40% was entirely
new content created by SCOOTER contributors.

1

SCOOTER Final Project Plan (2010). Available at:
http://www.heacademy.ac.uk/assets/documents/oer/REL_DeMontfort_Final_Project_Plan_WEB.pdf
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We have established a workflow to continue processing OERs beyond the initial funding, and there are
several OERs in the pipeline.
•
•
•
•
•
•
•
•

Pathology case studies and training materials (Collaborator – Leicester Royal Infirmary)
Historic Slide Archive with Commentary (Collaborator – Professor Elizabeth Anionwu)
Talking Heads Role as a Laboratory Scientist (Collaborator – Leicester Royal Infirmary)
Textbook Haemoglobin Variants by Frank Livingstone (Permissions given by Amy Livingstone)
Global Maps (Developer Julie Lowe)
Diagnostic Game (Developer Student Nick Machon)
Genetic Inheritance (Developer Anmoal Thethi)
Pathology Image Archive (Collaborator Professor Sebastian Lucas - Kings College London)

What we didn’t anticipate was that students themselves would become involved in production, and a
student from the Faculty of Technology produced a diagnostic game and a student from the Faculty of
Arts, so inspired by the human body, wished to produce a series of original acrylic artwork (Figure 1).

Figure 1:
Left: OER acrylic artwork by Jacob Escott, Faculty of Arts
Right: OER diagnostic game by Nicholas Machon, Faculty of Technology
Also we did not anticipate the generous response from external collaborators most notably the Leicester
Royal Infirmary and the Northampton General Hospital. These collaborations now involve 5 members of
staff from Leicester beyond the original contact, and another team from Northampton. SCOOTER has
therefore moved from simply requesting potential resources from external collaborators to becoming a
conduit or channel for professionals wishing to make resources publicly available. Other notable
contributions included an out of print text book of scientific significance with permissions granted by the
author’s daughter to make the work openly available (Figure 2).

Figure 2: Permissions granted by Professor Amy Livingstone.
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Finally a contribution of historical significance was provided by Professor Elizabeth Anionwu who was the
first nurse counsellor in the UK for sickle cell and thalassaemia, who provided details of how nurse
counselling evolved as a profession in the UK, and gave access to a historic slide archive, some of which
is permissible to be released as OER images (Figure 3).

Figure 3: Interview with Professor Elizabeth Anionwu CBE.
These unexpected gains did outweigh some initial disappointments, with contacts for example with the
pharmaceutical industry that seemed promising but ultimately lead to nothing. The reasons were difficult
to ascertain with people initially seeming enthusiastic and then not responding to contact, perhaps due to
work pressures. Other gains in their place were numerous, including a Professor of Pathology due to
retire and wishing to provide a set of pathology images:
“I shall be delighted to hand over all pictorial resources relating to sickle cell disease so that it can be
accessed by appropriate interested parties”.
Building a sustainable community
One of the SCOOTER remits was to identify and engage a community of users, an important step in
maintaining the sustainability of the project within De Montfort and beyond its walls. To achieve this as a
goal we started to explore the notion of what is a network, and what is a community?
As Stephen Downes explains, users or members come together in different ways. Groups are segregated
entities, often lead by one voice. A network is a diverse collection of views that is open and interactive,
and can be defined by the extent and nature of the connections. A network is autonomous and driven by
individual values and interests. Once a network becomes cohesive and becomes “about” something, it
can be considered a community of practice (CoP). These are collaborative, share knowledge and good
2 3
practice to prevent re-invention of the wheel , . Etienne Wenger explores CoP and provides a useful
framework on which to evaluate the impact of SCOOTER and effectiveness of our communities. A CoP is
a group of people who share a concern or a passion for something they do and learn how to do it better
4
as they interact regularly . Typical activities could include: problem solving, requests for information and
reusing assets. With this foundation in mind, we focused SCOOTER’s aim as building a network of users
– so not to become exclusive or make assumptions about who our visitors and users might be or how
they might wish to use the website. From this, we anticipated that the formation of a community(ies) of
practice would evolve and engage in the above activities in order to sustain the SCOOTER project.
In an abstract presented at OER11, Manchester in May 2011 we disseminated the approaches
SCOOTER was using to build social networks, the tools employed, and the challenges facing this

2

Stephen Downes (2006). Available at: http://www.slideshare.net/Downes/groups-vs-networks-the-class-struggle-continues

3

Stephen Downes (2009). Available at: http://www.slideshare.net/Downes/communities-and-networks
Etienne Wenger (2011). Available at: http://www.ewenger.com/

4
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approach . We conclude that SCOOTER has an active network of users, but the community notion is in
its infancy, with clear evidence of use and some dialogue, but not as yet in the form of deeper
discussions and collaboration. BUT, these CoP are certainly occurring off-line, particularly with health
care professionals in the form of laboratory diagnostics and nurse counselling.
The SCOOTER network comprises of over 3000 visitors in total to web pages and online services, 300
individuals responding to surveys, over 50 individual emails, and 45 registered users of the Forum. To
enhance the notion of a CoP using social networking it is now clear that championing these activities is a
significant task. Companies using SEO techniques will often outsource social networking tasks for
example setting up and maintaining on-line profiles, creating comments and discussions in a strategic
6 7 8
way , , . Whilst we did set up and maintain over 30 social network profiles, we did not appreciate the
time to generate the dialogue, and this needs to be an important consideration for projects who wish to
achieve a genuine online community, beyond just a network of users.
Employer Engagement
A survey at the outset of the project identified over 200 external stakeholders from education, healthcare
and industry who were willing to participate in the project. These people have been updated and informed
of the SCOOTER development, and a final stakeholder survey that is currently running, is harvesting
feedback and ascertain to what extent we have achieved our goals, and what are our considerations for
moving forwards. Key employers in the UK of STEM graduates include the National Health Service
(NHS), pharmaceutical industry and non-profit government organisations, and with the exception of the
pharma industry, have all been involved in viewing SCOOTER, providing materials and providing
feedback. This synergy has ensured that SCOOTER resources are aligned to STEM sector needs, for
example identifying the need for pathology and genetics materials. These are areas of focus and
productivity in terms of OER.
Since SCOOTER has built links with such a wide range of potential employers, a simple idea for a
resource was to video people working in the field, for example laboratory scientists to nurse counsellors,
and these are due to be released as a series of “talking heads”.

OUTPUT B
The use of online marketing strategies and search engine optimisation (SEO) to
promote the OERs on the internet.
This was a significant area of interest for the SCOOTER team, and we employed an online marketing
9
specialist Dr Simon Griffin. Our “Guide to SEO” is a significant deliverable of the project . It was our goal
to maximise the discovery and visibility of our OERs on the web using SEO techniques used by
commerce to promote products and services on the internet. The importance of SEO can be best
demonstrated by comparing a website that has had SEO applied (e.g. SCOOTER) to a website that did
not use SEO (e.g. a previous De Montfort project Virtual Analytical Laboratory or VAL).
Performance of SCOOTER versus VAL
The impact of SEO can be shown by comparing to a similar educational non-optimised site which did not
9
10
use the 7 steps outlined in the guide . The Virtual Analytical Laboratory (VAL ) was launched in October
2008, and Table 1 below compares their first 10 weeks of activity using Google Analytics. Google
Analytics is a piece of code provided by Google Services when you register a website domain name or
URL; the code is then inserted on every web page to track visitor activity.
5

Rolfe & Griffin 2011. OER11. Building a community to sustain OEP. http://www.ucel.ac.uk/oer11/presentations/OER1119.ppt
Outspoken Media (2011). Available at: http://outspokenmedia.com/services/social-media/
7
Social Magnet (2011). Available at: http://www.socialmagnet.co.uk/services/social-media/
8
Partner Technology (2011). Available at: http://www.partnertechnology.co.uk/services/social-media-marketing/
6

9

Rolfe & Griffin 2011. Guide to Search Engine Optimisation.
http://www.sicklecellanaemia.org/OER/resources/scooter80/scooter80.html
10
VAL Virtual Analytical Laboratory 2011. http://hlsweb.dmu.ac.uk/ahs/elearning/RITA/index.html
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Table 1: SEO Techniques Used
SEO Technique
Keyword brainstorm / analysis
(Steps 1 -3)
Back-linking (Step 5)
Website optimisation and new content
(Step 4)
Community building
(Step 5)

VAL
No

SCOOTER
Yes

Random occurrence
Irregular

Active strategy
Weekly

No online networking

Twitter, Posterous,
Facebook, Ezine,

Table 2 shows the performance results in the first 10 weeks of the launch of each website, most notably
increases in numbers of visitors due to higher proportions of organic and referral traffic.
Table 2: Performance Results
Parameter
Time frame
Direct traffic
Organic traffic
Referrals
Number of visits
Av. Page views per visit
Av. Time on site

VAL
Sept – Nov 2008
92%
8%
0%
150
1.47
32 s

SCOOTER
Nov – Jan 2011
34%
27%
39%
365
3.66
3 mins 35 s

SEO Results and Outputs
th

•

SCOOTER was launched on 15 November 2010 so is still a baby! By Sept 2011 it had received
3,861 visits which will include multiple visits by the SCOOTER team, so the figure of unique
visitors 2,655 gives a better indication of the impact made. SCOOTER is getting around 25 visits
per day presently.

•

On average people have viewed 3.48 pages per visit, bearing in mind that the home page (post
popular) contains several blog articles this does not necessarily reflect the number of items
viewed or used. People remain on the site for 3 minutes, which again is difficult to interpret – they
clearly are reading, but some will also be finding what they want and leaving. Around 30% of
unique visitors return more than once.

•

Visitors are from 87 countries around the world with UK, USA, Canada, India, Australia, Saudi
Arabia and Brazil in the top seven.

•

The most important statistic in terms of SEO is the 51% of traffic being organic via the search
engines.

•

5% of all visits are via mobile devices.

•

Moodle Courses – newly established in July 2011, our genetics animations were placed on
Moodle Courses. To date – (5 weeks later), we have already attracted 61 unique visitors from 14
countries. This certainly is a route of dissemination of OER worth exploring.

To conclude, SEO techniques can greatly enhance visitor numbers to a website through enhancing
organic traffic (people who use Google, Bing, Yahoo, AOL search engines) and also by enhancing traffic
from referring websites (i.e. by having the URL to the website placed on another highly ranking website
such as Wikipedia – known as a back-link).

OUTPUT C
Evolution of a sustained institutional approach at De Montfort University.
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Evolving an institutional policy was a goal of the SCOOTER project but the policy discussions were
delayed due to senior staff changes in 2010. The positive outcome to this is that open education
practices have been widely discussed across the university from the ground up, including the DMU
Technology Team and DMU Teacher Fellow networks. Discussions have included stakeholders such as
Head of Library Services regarding copyright guidance, and Head of Technology to address which
technology solutions best suited OER production, and all five Faculty Deans were engaged with the
concept of OER and endorsed the involvement of their own staff and students in open education
practices.
This worked well and when the new Pro-Vice-Chancellor for Teaching and Learning was appointed in
May 2011, we had run 4 workshops with over 200 DMU staff (Appendix 7) raising awareness of OER,
and through feedback, gained staff views on what a policy to promote open practices should entail.
In a previous staff survey with 50 voluntary respondents from across DMU, 18% had heard of the term
11
open educational resources or OER . 12 months later during these training events, with no prior
disclosure during the event, 80% (total of 21 staff) were familiar with the term and could explain what it
was. In June 2011, a draft policy was constructed based on staff feedback and using the OOER
Institutional Policy Toolkit. It must be said, that the OOER Toolkits are excellent resources, but they are
not very visible or easy to find, and could only be accessed after several emails to the team, who were
very helpful.
The need for staff training was a major item of feedback, so the team have held discussions with the De
Montfort staff training unit – Academic and Professional Development Unit (APDU) and a training session
on “Open Educational Resources” will be incorporated into the PGCert for all new lecturers. The
emphasis will be on the notion of OERs and OER discovery, whilst broader APDU events are scheduled
to inform on OER production.
Leading a cultural transformation
The timings of the SCOOTER project met with many internal challenges and some members of staff
initially engaged with the project were unable to contribute. Feedback from staff who produced OER was
obtained, but we are also seeking feedback from staff who did not contribute. We also gained a holistic
view of staff attitudes across the university at numerous events (Appendix 6).
Using SCOOTER as a vehicle to lead cultural changes has begun. The draft OER@DMU Policy puts
many important considerations in place, and includes “how to enable staff”. By aligning the OER policy
with DMU Strategic Vision and the University Learning, Teaching and Assessment Strategy, this gives
the message that it is OK to proceed, a concern raised in staff feedback:
“Needs encouraging with permissions given via an institutional policy”.
The largest area of concern from staff was how to find time, not just to engage in open educational
practices, but for all scholarly activity, and how to gain staff commitment other than the few leading lights.
The staff feedback overwhelmingly mentioned time as a barrier, and institutions need to seriously think
about how to manage their staff workloads to provide space for creativity and innovation, which will be a
growing challenge as universities face the future. In addition to day-to-day questions regarding IPR and
technical support, staff enquired about student participation:
•
•
•

How are they (OER) pedagogically meaningful?
How can they be used by students?
How can students be producers?

11

Vivien Rolfe. Open Educational Resources: Staff Attitudes and Awareness. Accepted for Publication in Research in Learning
Technology.
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A cultural shift will therefore take time, and during these changing times, if open education practices are
to grow, it is essential that the community keeps abreast of changing perceptions. If universities are
becoming more competitive, will they still want to share resources? If students are paying higher fees, are
they happy for their institutions to give their resources away? Are over-stretched academics really going
to have the time to engage in OER?

2.2 How did you go about achieving your outputs / outcomes?
1

The background rationale and project details are outlined in the final project plan ; in short, the aims and
objectives were:
Aims
Provide open access to a significant volume of cross-curricula open educational resources to
address organisational cultural changes faced by institutions in adopting more open approaches,
and also to investigate more technical aspects of how to promote the discovery, use and reuse of
OERs by using internet marketing techniques.
Objectives
Extend the range of materials available by placing OERs on an institutional website with raw
asset files in JorumOpen.
To investigate the benefits of OERs with staff, learners and project stake holders by their
reflecting on their experiences.
Work with a wide range of interested parties (stake holders) and extend our understanding of
how to promote OERs on the internet, not just in terms of reach (how widely they are used) but
also impact (what difference do they make).
The aims and objectives did not alter during the course of the project, although much more emphasis
needed to be placed on SEO and social networking activities than originally anticipated.

A Development of OER Release Pipeline
A1 Addressing Copyright at DMU
The SCOOTER project aimed to release OERs under the Creative Commons BY SA Licence, although in
reality the decision had to be tailored to each individual resource. In order to fully understand the
copyright nuances, the MedDev OOER Copyright Checklist was used to provide a framework to work by.
Unfortunately the ToolKit resources went off-line at a critical time the start of the project, but Web2Rights
were a wonderful support and provided information not just via their website but by personal
communication many times. In fact, in many instances, we would not have proceeded with releasing OER
without the work of this team.
This process certainly worked, but staff experiences revealed the complexities of understanding layers of
copyright within resources particularly those containing photographs, and exploring the permissions
required as well as attempting to gain them was often a lengthy process. We were fortunate to engage
the assistance of the Kimberlin Library copyright team throughout, despite originally thinking we could
make our own informed decisions. This is a fundamental point – individuals and institutions engaged in
OER must have access to copyright expertise.
Gaining copyright permissions for new materials was much more straightforward. Gaining the necessary
permissions from external parties ran smoothly - local hospitals and other UK universities swiftly signed
the permissions forms. There was no lengthy discussion regarding the stringency of CC licence to
employ, and all collaborators plus their Intellectual Property departments were happy to comply.
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Other negotiations took more time, for example the use of a scanning electron micrograph image of red
blood cells, licensed for use by CC BY SA on Flickr. We included the image on our OER templates.
Some weeks later we inadvertently discovered the image was in fact part of the Wellcome Image Archive,
and licensed in fact by CC BY ND, and only permissible for use in the classroom. This raises the
important points of not just ensuring the limits of any licence are fully understood, but that resources are
indeed authentic, and with the enormity of the internet, in cases, it might not be possible to answer this.
This is an important learning point for the community.
A2 OER Development and Workflow
We evolved a workflow based on the CORRE project at Leicester, and used RLO CETL “RLO”
specification form as a basis for resource development, in the form of a “quick” specification check list for
existing resources and a “full” specification for new resources. These forms served to be a useful tool for
staff, and were an essential step in formulating the meta-data to accompany each resource (description,
keywords). They were an essential checking point for the provenance of any assets embedded within
existing resources. All of this was built up into an Interactive OER Development web page, with links
through to relevant forms.
As part of our institutional policy, it is decided that such information will be held centrally within the Library
for posterity, for example containing details of copyright permissions and a trail should resources need to
be taken down or removed at any stage. The problem here is once materials go “off-piste” – growing
organically across the internet, it will become ever more difficult to track them and take them down if
required to do so. Therefore, every contributor was made explicitly clear not just the nature of the licence
but what this meant in reality to the assets they were providing.
A3 Addressing Technical and Accessibility Challenges
The format of using a WordPress Direct Blog and a series of resource HTML pages produced in
DreamWeaver worked well. The resources are now housed on a database, and a content management
system is under development to upload new OER. This will enable the mobile Apps to synchronise with
the website. We disseminated our OERs through social networks – largely using Posterous, and more
recently using Moodle Communities. The website has an RSS feed and all materials will be placed onto
Jorum.
There were technical challenges for staff needing to produce OER. Several members had not used
Articulate before to record narrations onto Powerpoint slides. Therefore the team provided training and a
series of “How To” learning resources produced - how to create a podcast, or how do screen-capture,
how to use Articulate. Other OERs were produced in the form of animation (SWF files), audio files (MP3)
and video (AVI and MP4). Other OERs were simply images (JPEG, PNG), or documents (TXT, DOC,
PDF).
Accessibility. A goal for the project was to ensure that all OER were accessible to all users and
interoperable across a range of devices. During the course of the project, we decided to include tablet
devices and mobile devices in the list, Android Tablet, iPad, iTouch.
In terms of publishing Flash Animations (SWF), these are visible on PC and Android but not the iPad.
Google Swiffy Labs offers the opportunity to convert SWF files to HTML5 and we converted resources
12
with mixed success . In terms of viewing on Apple devices, the Articulate presentation files pose a
particular challenge. Articulate allows staff to record narrations over PowerPoint, and the files are
published as a SWF but these cannot be viewed on the iPad or iTouch. One solution would be to simply
create a narration within PowerPoint and publish as a PPT file, and this is something we will explore
further.
A solution for all our Flash animations to make them visible on Apple products was to strip out any
buttons and interactive elements and then within Flash publish them as video (AVI). This had the
advantage of being able to place the OER on YouTube, which in facts offers the best “one-stop-shop”
12

Blog article on Swiffy Labs.
http://www.sicklecellanaemia.org/teaching-resources/can-flash-teaching-resources-be-viewed-on-apple-devices
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solution for making materials interoperable and accessible. We produced all OER in the broadest range
of formats, sensitive also that some users might not have fast internet connections or indeed access to
computers at all. Therefore, most resources were also published as a PDF that could be downloaded and
printed, and narrations were also transcribed into documents and TXT files.

B Discoverability of Resources
B1 Design of the Scooter Website
One major aim of the SCOOTER project was to investigate how to best ensure that OERs released are
discoverable and used on the internet using SEO techniques. A website can be considered to have two
customers – Google, who ranks the site based on its algorithms and traffic estimates, and the public,
therefore in addition to SEO, the site was also designed to be useable, accessible and able to operate
across a number of devices (tablets, phones, computers).

Figure 4: Website Design and Structure
Figure 4 illustrates how the site was designed. The website comprised of two parts: GOOGLE SITE – a
WordPress Direct Blog, and VISITOR SITE – a bespoke HTML website containing the resources. The
impact of the site was monitored through Google Analytics and other actions and behaviours determined
by monitoring activities such as discussions (via, site Forum, email, Blog comments and social network),
and dissemination (visitors who clicked on Technorati tags to “share” content via Facebook and Twitter).
From this data we can make assumptions about the degree of impact, and further evaluations carried out
by on-line surveys and by evaluating the comments provided via the social networks could give insight
into a deeper or more significant level of impact. Did the OER really make a difference to you?
B2 SEO Principles
A dedicated SEO expert along with the SCOOTER team staff strove to optimise the website in Google’s
9
eyes, and produce a SEO Guide for the community outlining a 7 step approach. These techniques are
largely based on established internet marketing protocols. The main differences clearly are that our
ultimate goal was that of discoverability and not commercial gain, and also SEO used in commercial
marketing is a substantial role, with multi-disciplinary teams working on back-linking and content creation.
We report the impact of SEO conducted in a time-constrained manner, and in a way that would be
manageable for most individuals with other work responsibilities.
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Figure 5: Our SEO Checklist.
B4 Social Network and Building the Online Community

Figure 6: Design of the Social Network
An important goal for SCOOTER was to create an online network and community of practice, and this is
also vital for SEO. An active community will create back-links as the URL gets shared, and Google will
view the site as authoritative. Figure 6 illustrates how the main SEO-optimised SCOOTER website is
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supported by social networking tools such as Twitter and Facebook. The inner yellow ring is all driven via
Posterous, a social tool that communicates with other tools, rather like the hub of a wheel.
In total, we set up 30 social network accounts and profiles, and the profiles are an important feature since
they can also provide a back-link. Posterous.com is a tremendous means of distributing information
around much of this network, and these approaches were disseminated at OER11, Manchester 2011. A
series of screen capture resources released on YouTube show “How to” use Posterous, which have been
positively received:
“great resources SCOOTERDMU”.

C Details of Project Methodology and Evaluation Activities.
1

The evaluation plan outlined in the final project plan was delivered as intended . Formative and
summative evaluations ranged from informal feedback at Steering Meetings, weekly meetings of the
project team, and fortnightly on-line conferences with the “Techie” team.
Evaluations were obtained by harvesting DMU staff feedback at training events and completing a simple
questionnaire. More in-depth staff evaluations were carried out by project staff in the form of a reflective
piece on their project experiences. Themes were drawn from this information and fed into project
progress, institutional policy, and also formed feedback as part of this final report.
Other evaluations involved on-line questionnaires produced in SurveyMonkey for: 1) Website as a whole;
2) Individual OER; 3) Stake holder surveys and 4) Student evaluations by pre- and post-test.
These were deemed evaluations feeding into the progress of the project. Elements of research testing a
specific hypothesis within this included the student evaluations, and stakeholder evaluations. Also, the
large volume of analysis of social network and analytical data tested several hypotheses and questions in
a systematic manner.

2.3 What did you learn?
A summative evaluation took place in Spring 2011(WP3) and again at the end of the project (WP4).
These evaluations asked the question whether SCOOTER was achieving the delivery of high quality and
effective OER. These evaluations were in the form of student surveys, usability testing and surveys of
external users, as summarised in Table 3.

Table 3: Evaluation Summary
Timing
Factor to Evaluate
Project
OER availability
start

Questions to Address
What SCaT OER are
currently available?

Method(s)
Desk-top
research.
Feedback via
social
networking;
surveys; focus
groups.
Project team
blog; interviews.

Quarterly

Quality and
reusability

Are the OER high
quality (good content,
current, accurate?) Are
the OER reusable?

Quarterly

Experiences and
good practice

Monthly

Marketing and
tracking OER

What are the team’s
experiences of
producing OER?
Particularly in relation to
engaging external
stakeholders?
How can OER be best
marketed and tracked
online and offline?
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Monthly

Project progress
against plan

Is SCOOTER to time
and budget?

Twice

Effectiveness of
OER

Are OER effective
learning tools? Are OER
effective teaching tools?

Analytics and
similar data.
Monthly
formative review
and analytics.
Summative
evaluations (at
early release
phase)

reusers.
SCOOTER delivers
objectives to time
and budget.
OER are effective
learning tools.

List of evaluation questions:
Question 1 What OER are currently available? What is the demand?
Question 2 Are our OER high quality and reusable?
Question 3 What is the best strategy for OER marketing online and off line.
Question 4 What are the teams’ experiences of OER? Scooter Team, collaborators, staff, students
and technologists.
Question 5 Are OER effective learning and teaching tools?
Question 1 What OER are currently available?
In our initial research leading up to the funding bid application, an search of OER for sickle cell and
thalassaemia on the internet identified an absence of resources. Once the project started, searching was
repeated and one single resource was identified in Jorum from St George’s Medical School. This was not
released under a Creative Commons Licence, but an alternate JORUM licence, not permitting alteration.
Jorum was not useful in providing any contact details for the author’s, so we haven’t been able to contact
the author to discuss whether the items can be released under Creative Commons, although still intend
to do so.
Question 2 Are our OER high quality and reusable?
Several measures were built into the OER pipeline to ensure good quality resources were released, in
accordance with measures outlined in the final plan. All OER produced was reviewed by two colleagues
or a small team. To ensure OERs were of relevant quality in terms of reuse and repurposing, a range of
on-line methods were used, from SurveyMonkey surveys, to use of email and comments through social
networking sites. One teacher for example commented how useful a guide to schools was.
The one area of the “quality” plan that has not been achieved within the timeframe is the embedding and
evaluation of an Open Education Policy at De Montfort, and a detailed explanation of this has been
provided. Essentially, a complete change of senior personnel delayed vital discussions regarding policy,
although a document OER@DMU has been drafted and approved at senior level. Our aim was to
evaluate the views of staff on this policy but this is too early; saying that, having this additional time
provided us with the opportunity to harvest De Montfort staff views on what the policy should contain, and
not surprisingly focus on need for support for technology and intellectual property, and need to provide
staff with time to contribute.
The notion of quality is one that is interesting; there is little published evidence as yet to say what users
would find appealing and define as quality provision, and as the UK OER activities progress, we are sure
this will be a recurring question. Were our materials deemed good quality? Comments coming back from
staff and students were that from a staff perspective, quality was a personal thing, and staff wanted to
produce high quality resources that reflected their reputations. Staff producing OER commented that the
process was useful in the production of teaching materials:
“Increased knowledge of possibilities for OERs and how to produce fit-for-purpose material in different
formats”.
Students commented that the resources were successful:
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“These resources are of very high quality”
An email from a collaborator stated:
“This is an excellent resource and it has been a great pleasure to be involved in this exciting initiative”.
Were the OERs Used and Reused?
13
In previous work we discussed the notion of “reach” and “impact” of OER . “Reach” reflects the numbers
of visitors and geographical locations, that is, how wide spread a resource or web page has been
marketed. “Impact” is more critical and one not so easy to monitor. In Google Analytics, the “visits” metric
provides an indicator of use, but more important might be the “returning visitor” metric to reflect reuse.
That is not to say, a visitor might not find a useful item in one visit and not feel the need to return.
A full Google Analytics report is available on-line, reflecting the website activity for the first seven
14
months . By looking at individual pages, we can get a feel for what parts of the website are popular, and
what resource pages are also popular. The total number of pages viewed was 2,413, and additional
events reflect interaction with the Forum and Technorati tags.
Overall, the Wordpress blog pages received 800 views (bearing in mind there might be more than one
blog article per page). The OER Resource Search Page received 1,763 views, and the training resources
relating to OER received 133.
A full breakdown of page activity will be provided in the final report. To date, as shown in Table 4, the
most popular resource is the Flash Animation series on the alpha globin gene, (excluding the visits
acquired by students evaluating the resource). A “Guide for Schools” produced by Professor Simon
Dyson is a highly important document detailing what schools can do to support pupils with sickle cell in
education. This has received over 40 visits, and received emails from schools wishing to know whether
and how they can use the resource.
Table 4: Analysis of page popularity (1st Nov 2010 to 20th June 2011)
Page

Page views and events

Total page views and events

5458

Total page views
Viewed Blog articles - open education, sickle cell anaemia, teaching
resources

2413
800

Image downloads from site

71

Forum activity viewed pages for friends, log in, view profiles, register

775

OER Resources Search Page

1763

OER Training Resources

133

/category searches

635

/search

17

Outgoing - Technorati tags to Twitter, Facebook, YouTube

134

/tag

112

/about

76

/activity

122

/admin

600

/contact-us

87

/directory

61

13

Vivien Rolfe 2010. Available at: http://www.iated.org/concrete2/view_abstract.php?paper_id=11681
Vivien Rolfe 2010. Google Analytics Reports. Available at:
http://www.sicklecellanaemia.org/OER/resources/JISC_Project_Documents/Official_Documents.html
14
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/privacy-policy

71

/sitemap/xml

1

Are the materials used nationally and internationally? Absolutely. Visitors came from 87 countries /
territories, with 52% from the UK and the remaining from the US, India and Canada as the next popular
countries.
Question 3 What is the best strategy for OER marketing online?
We are in the process of researching these techniques and their effectiveness. We aimed for a pragmatic
approach of what was feasible with the resources and time to hand, but in the recommendations we
expand on this and provide ideas for enhancement.
Research questions
• How to maximise website reach and impact?
• Which social networking tools are the most effective in driving traffic to a website?
• How much time do these networks take to maintain?
• How do networks grow purposely and serendipitously?
• How are our users?
SEO is a time-consuming pursuit, and in professional organisations, teams of staff manage back-linking,
maintenance of the social network activity and profiles, and writing of unique Blog content. Our approach
was pragmatic – and evolved as what could be feasible within approximately a few hours per week.
The tables in Appendix 4 show which social networking areas were most effective at referring (driving)
visitors to the website, of which the Posterous network is very efficient. Appendix table 4.2 shows the
balance of time investment which might be a one off activity to recruit a back-link, to maintain the
Posterous network by emailing news to it (and it fires it off around a number of social spaces), or writing
Ezine articles an open content magazine. Table 4.3 reflects the user activity across a range of social
spaces, of which again Posterous and YouTube are effective in gaining visits, and evidence of users
deciding to “follow” SCOOTER is apparent.
Clearly we have taken a gamble with this approach in the timeframe, and the goal of achieving a
community of practice within the 7 months to date was ambitious. If this is a goal of future projects within
a similar short time frame, a clear recommendation is to engage professional SEO services or to invest a
larger amount of time than our team had available.
SCOOTER has performed well – ranking on page one of Google for “sickle cell anaemia”, but to broaden
its discoverability to other more competitive phrases of “teaching resources” and “open education”, much
more time would have needed to been invested in creating content and fuelling the social networks. This
was beyond the time available for SCOOTER staff, but future work will continue optimising for these
keywords.
Question 4 What are the teams’ experiences of OER? Scooter Team, collaborators, staff, students
and technologists.
Appendix 6 details staff perceptions and experiences of OER, either as interested people or those who
actively contributed to the project. Staff contributing were positive about being involved in SCOOTER in
terms of learning about OER, understanding copyright and Creative Commons as a licence, and were
positive that it enabled them to grasp new technologies or think about teaching resources from a quality
perspective.
Areas that did not work so well not surprisingly were through the time and specialised knowledge
required to understand the complexities of copyright, which might have several layers within one item or
resource. Also, as OER are ostensibly electronic teaching materials, or at least need to be to disseminate
them via the web, the use of technology is also a hurdle for some.
Other De Montfort University staff providing feedback on OER to shape our university policy and training
highlight the need for ring-fenced time for staff to engage in such activities. This is no surprise, and is
very commonly raised as a barrier or hindrance in most staff perception surveys around eLearning and
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technology. It is therefore surprising that institutions don’t address this, for example by providing reading
weeks, or weeks for scholarly activity, that would not only benefit staff but also students. This is likely to
be an ever increasing challenge, therefore raising the need for OER individual, projects and institutions to
disseminate most effectively processes, techniques, technologies, decision making processes and all the
elements an individual may need to use or release OER.
As further reflective pieces and evaluations are completed, this section will be enhanced.
Question 5 Are OER effective learning and teaching tools?
Appendix 5 details research undertaken to understand the effectiveness of one set of OERs on student
learning. Eleven Flash Animations of haemoglobin genetics were released and student learning gains
were evaluated through a pre- and post- test. Open ended questions also provided qualitative data on
student attitudes and perceptions of OER.
The animations did significantly enhance student short-term knowledge retention. The limitations of the
study are discussed in the appendix, and at best, this study will act as a pilot for further evaluations. The
main concern is the students who volunteered were the most studious, so it would be essential to
evaluate the benefits of the resources on randomly selected groups, and also to understand how the
OERs benefit students of different learning preferences. Also, are they effective in longer-term knowledge
gain and deeper understanding?
The majority of students had not heard of the term OER, and it is interesting to observe that most OER
initiatives and projects are targeting tutors and academic users, but what we have is a superb learning
resource for students too. In their open comments they were very enthusiastic and encouraging of the
notion of open educational resources, suggesting that resources should be shared. Therefore, work
needs to be done to not just train staff to search and use OER, but for students also as users, and
potentially contributors as we have demonstrated with students from Arts and Technology.

2.4 Immediate Impact
Impact on individuals and De Montfort University
•

SCOOTER has provided a vehicle to up-skill members of the academic team in terms of using
learning technology, producing high quality teaching materials and understanding although
perhaps not to expert level, the nuances of copyright.

•

SCOOTER has raised awareness of OER across the university, with staff now conscious of the
fact that free teaching resources are available on the internet, and that with the correct copyright
permissions in place, staff can release their own materials.

•

OER is to be included on the PGCert programme from October 2011, and is to be included in
bespoke staff training events ran by the Academic Professional Development Unit.

•

SCOOTER has acted as a catalyst for discussions with senior policy makers and a policy
OER@DMU has now been agreed.

•

SCOOTER has provided a framework for managing OER within an institution – including an
“OER pipeline”, and spreadsheet, and numerous training materials.

•

SCOOTER has inspired students – one produced some original artwork as part of their
undergraduate degree, and to produced a technical diagnostic game as part of their
undergraduate research dissertation.

Impact on the wider community
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•

SCOOTER as a concept is providing high-quality educational resources to support the
understanding of haemoglobinopathies, a subject where OERs were entirely absent before.

•

We have released health promotion resources and guides for supporting young people with
sickle cell in schools; these are being used by schools and have received personal
communication endorsing them as resources.

•

The genetics OERs enhance learning in students who positively embraced the notion of OERs.

•

Through being involved in SCOOTER VR has supported external events such as a NIACE adult
learning conference, Feb 2011.

•

The expertise that the team is acquiring on search engine optimisation has been sought after by
other OER projects.

•

SCOOTER has become a catalyst for external collaborators wishing to share materials with the
community, in particular the Leicester Royal Infirmary, Northampton General Hospital and local
nurse counselling services.

•

SCOOTER has built an online network of users from around the globe.

2.5 Future Impact

3

•

SCOOTER will continue its activities in terms of OER release and SEO into the future, supported
by Professor Simon Dyson’s research interests and Dr Viv Rolfe’s learning technology role within
the university.

•

Two full research publications at least will be released, one already accepted for publication and
others on SEO in draft.

•

The SEO guidelines published will be a source of support for the JISC and academic community.

•

SCOOTER will continue to impact on stakeholders, by setting up mailing lists to regularly
disseminate news and to gain feedback on resources. Stakeholders will benefit from having
access to further high quality OERs.

•

OERs on sickle cell and thalassaemia are to be embedded within programmes at DMU – Medical
Science, Biomedical Science and Applied Social Sciences. This will benefit the community by
providing further opportunities to research student engagement with OERs.

•

Further research into effective means of promoting OER on the web will include the development
of a mobile APP to deliver SCOOTER resources with functions for social networking and creating
discussion, and integration with the Moodle Course community.

Conclusions

General Conclusions
•

By the project end, SCOOTER (Sickle cell open, online topics and educational resources) will
achieve its goal of delivering 180 credits of OERs to meet the growing need for learning materials
in this subject area. SCOOTER has achieved its goal of releasing OERs in life sciences, social
sciences, history, law, technology and the arts. SCOOTER has achieved an online network of
users and a dynamic off-line community, however, building a vibrant on-line community of
practice will take more time.
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•

SCOOTER has facilitated the evolution of an institutional policy on OER and has provided a
vehicle to engage university staff across all faculties and services, and to enlist senior executive
endorsement.

•

The team overwhelmingly realised that repurposing existing materials for release as OER is very
time consuming and requires both technical and intellectual property expertise. It is much easier
to release new materials using technology staff are familiar with and that contain assets where
the provenance and copyright ownership is known.

•

In establishing open educational practices within institutions to use and release OER, it is vital to
have administrative and management processes in place in order to manage the pipeline and
flow of material. A database or spreadsheet of OER released should be held centrally.

Conclusions for Wider Community
•

Within institutions, leading cultural transformation takes time, and a successful approach includes
the persuasion of senior policy makers as well as the engagement and dialogue with staff from
the ground-up.

•

OER are a useful discussion point and catalyst for sharing data, images and other potential
learning materials, and also are a useful vehicle for raising awareness be it for STEM subjects or
the specific needs of some areas of the community.

•

External collaborators wishing to contribute materials for open release via an educational
institution can appreciate that almost any type of asset is valuable – histology images, authentic
data all make for superb learning materials. Such collaborations can help produce high quality
learning materials for professionals and the work place in return.

Conclusions for HEA/JISC

4

•

Search engine optimisation (SEO) enhances the discoverability and therefore use and reuse of
OER, and there is a relationship between time / money invested and the chances of success. We
optimised the SCOOTER project website for some highly competitive keywords, and achieved a
page 1 Google ranking with SCOOTER being categorised as a highly authoritative website that
will continue to grow in stature and therefore number of visitors.

•

SEO techniques and the involvement of social networking does create a virtual network of users,
but building cooperation and collaboration as a community of practice (or several communities)
again takes an investment of time. It is not to be forgotten that building off-line marketing
strategies and working relationships also go hand-in-hand with on-line work.

•

Individuals and institutions considering engaging in OER and open education practices need to
continue exploring effective means of providing intellectual property support and need to explore
how to incentivise staff and provide good quality time for scholarly activities that genuinely
enhance teaching and learning.

Recommendations

General Recommendations
•

Sharing educational resources around a subject theme such as haemoglobin disorders is
important and has generated much interest and collaboration, but allowing such activity to
become a self-sustaining initiative is a longer-term goal.

•

On-line and off-line marketing techniques are equally important – the use of social networks such
as Twitter, Facebook, Posterous and YouTube, as well as conventional off-line networking,
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conference dissemination and press releases. Such activity needs to be on a regular basis to
maintain momentum.
•

Cultural transformation doesn’t just require staff engagement and having a policy in place.
Institutions need to look at incentives and staff motivation, not just to be involved in OER but
other scholarly activities as universities face the future. Creative solutions need to be provided to
provide staff with time; these could include spontaneous events such a reading weeks where an
output has to be demonstrated; this could include a more creative approach to timetabling to
keep space clear; for our institution the use of wider technology solutions for example on-line
assessment would also reduce the burden of more traditional academic practices.

•

OER is a useful vehicle for academic staff to explore copyright, and a clear conclusion, is that
academics wishing to not just produce but also use OER, they need to have access to relevant
expertise for consultation. Determining the Creative Commons licence of a resource is not
enough, and the authenticity of each and every author also needs to be verified. Layers of
copyright within a single resource can also be complex and time consuming to understand.

Recommendations for the Wider Community
•

Institutions considering introducing OER policy and transforming practice should refer to OOER
Institutional Policy Toolkit as a starting point, and learn from other organisations which
approaches worked or did not work. Transformation takes time and requires engagement from
staff at all levels.

•

Hospitals, community organisations, industry should consider OER as a vehicle for networking
with academic institutions, and possibly don’t appreciate the relevance or usefulness of assets
that they own. From these practices, dialogue about research, collaboration, employability can all
follow.

Recommendations for HEA/JISC
•

Enhance the transparency and discoverability of essential OER Toolkits – the OOER materials,
information on how to search for OER, information on an OER pipeline and how to manage the
OER process. Whilst I could take time searching past OER projects, these are scattered across
the internet and not easily found.

•

JORUM is a vital service, and should be viewed as the “one stop OER shop” in the UK. However
as a searchable repository it is very limited. It is not clear whether you can search using Boolean
terms. The tags and meta-data put on by authors is inconsistent and clearer guidelines regarding
what meta-data to include would benefit depositors and downloader’s.

•

Resources on JORUM from the two amalgamated services are now covered by two types of
licence, and this will confuse users going in expecting materials to be OER covered by Creative
Commons.

•

SEO can promote discoverability of resources on the internet, and has the potential to enhance
not just the “reach” but the “impact” of materials. The use of Posterous is central to these
activities as is a strategic approach to social networking rather than assuming an ad hoc
approach.

•

The notion of learner involvement in OER, from our initial student feedback, would give rise to
new opportunities to tap into their overwhelmingly strong beliefs that resources should be shared,
and universities should engage in these activities. Exploration of how students find and use OER
themselves would be interesting, as would, how can students and learners produce materials
themselves?

•

The notion of what is quality, what types and granularities of resources are the most flexible, are
on-going areas of research.
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5

Implications for the future

Sustainability of Project Outputs
The following project outputs were agreed at the project start, and the solutions offered to ensure a
sustainable approach outlined in bold. How SCOOTER has fared against each of these solutions is also
discussed.
•

OER and asset files – ensure sustainable by being of high quality, being usable, reusable
and accessible.
How has SCOOTER faired? OER released are of high-quality (student evaluations), and are well
used on a global basis. Level of reusability is difficult to ascertain: 30% of SCOOTER visitors are
people returning, so this could be interpreted as reuse. The use of online Surveys is harvesting
user information, and comments provided by email do indicate that people want to reuse.

•

OER good practice – be transparent regarding the problems encountered and providing
effective and engaging solutions.
SCOOTER has shared its trials and tribulations with the UKOER community through
presentations, conference discussions and online networking. I believe our outputs (listed) do
include some useful solutions, for example the interactive OER Pipeline.

•

Community of users and producers – establish working networks and online communities.
There is an extensive network of online users, and an emerging online communities of practice.
The most effective community involved in producing and collaborating on resources is presently
off-line and done face-to-face. So how will SCOOTER be sustainable in the future? Its users will
still find the website and resources through all the on-line marketing and the SCOOTER team will
continue dialogue and activity through the social networking spaces and continue to evaluate the
dynamics of building a community of practice.

•

•

Track the reach and impact of OERs – ensure sustainability by evolving best practice
guides.
The SCOOTER team is actively supporting other projects already in exploring SEO as an option,
and a set of guidelines will be produced by the end of the project.
Disseminate through reports, publications etc – provide effective communication to
stakeholders.
The SCOOTER dissemination activity is listed in Appendix 8 and includes 16 national and
international conferences attended, and several abstract presentations. A full research paper has
been submitted to a journal and others on SEO are in the pipeline.

Long Term Project Contact
The SCOOTER website is securely hosted in the UK and is financially supported for 3 years. These costs
are minimal so it is highly likely the website will remain active in many more years to come. All the
resources are being made available via Jorum, so ultimately even if the SCOOTER website is no longer
maintained, the OER will still be impacting on the community. SCOOTER has built both on-line and offline communities. Off-line, some excellent collaborations have been forged with local hospitals and local
counselling services. SCOOTER will continue as a project within De Montfort University supported by
Professor Simon Dyson’s “Thalassaemia and Sickle Cell” TASC Unit and supported by Dr Viv Rolfe’s
learning technology roles. SCOOTER OERs are incorporated into undergraduate teaching. OER and OE
Practices are being adopted by central services and university policy and strategies.
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Further Development
The next step for the SCOOTER website is to modify the choice of keywords that it is optimised for; new
keyword phrases that are driving traffic include “sickle cell in schools”. Extra effort will be given to
optimising for “teaching resources” and “open education” which are high traffic keywords but also highly
competitive. The challenge that SCOOTER has faced is that it is optimising for three different families of
keywords – medical condition, teaching resources and OER.
The ability to track downloads as a genuine measure of use will be implemented by the project end. By
using Google Analytics and monitoring visits, even repeat views and looking at time on pages, we are
making assumptions about the user behaviours.
The development of a SCOOTER App that will be flexible to support the delivery of OER on a number of
mobile devices will be completed by the project end and De Montfort is committed to evaluate the impact
of APPS as tools for discoverability. SCOOTER has also incorporated “Moodle Courses” into the website
and will use this to bundle the OERs up into short courses to evaluate the usefulness sharing learning
resources through “Moodle Commons”.
The project evaluations will continue, in particular, the following questions are of interest to the
SCOOTER team:
•

What granularities and resource formats are most widely used and reused? And by who?

•

What is the ongoing impact of SCOOTER OER on stake holders – STEM subjects, genetics,
pathology and impact in raising social awareness of sickle cell and thalassaemia?

•

How to influence and evolve online communities of practice?

•

How to continue tracking and monitoring the fate of an OER as it becomes distributed around the
globe?
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Appendix 1 List of People Involved in the SCOOTER Project
SCOOTER Team
Dr Simon Oldroyd (Head of School of Allied Health Sciences, SCOOTER Director)
Dr Vivien Rolfe (SCOOTER Leader, multimedia developer)
Professor Simon Dyson (social science resource coordinator)
Dr Mark Fowler (science resource coordinator)
Vanetta Findlay (Student)
Ellen Alfred (OSCAR, Birmingham)
Terry McAndrew (TechDis, HEA Centre for Bioscience)
Rachel Mcfee (OSCAR, Sandwell)

SCOOTER Techies
Simon Griffin (Search Engine Optimisation)
Phil Tubman (Learning Technologist, Lancaster University)
Julie Lowe (Multimedia Developer)
Anmoal Thethi (Multimedia Developer)

Health and Life Science Contributors
Professor Simon Dyson
Dr Vivien Rolfe
Dr Mark Fowler
Dr Parvez Harris
Dr Jane Sherwood
Dr Peter Chimkupete
Dr Nigel Scott

Cross-faculty Contributors
Caroline Coles (Faculty of Business and Law)
Nick Machon (Faculty of Technology)
Professor Howell Istance (Faculty of Technology)
Jacob (Faculty of Arts)
Richard Hall (Faculty of Humanities)
Kathryn Arnold (Library Services)
Rohit Taylor (Library Services)

External Contributors
Carlotta Olason (The Sickle Cell Society, London)
Dr Andrew Blann (Consultant Clinical Scientist, University of Birmingham)
Dr Keith Chambers (Consultant Clinical Biochemist, Leicester Royal Infirmary)
Shazia Aref (Leicester Royal Infirmary)
Feroza Mulla (Leicester Royal Infirmary)
Joanne Melbourne (Leicester Royal Infirmary)
Andrew Dorrington (Leicester Royal Infirmary)
Dr Terry McGee (Pathology Department, Northampton General Hospital)
Dr Terry L (Northampton General Hospital)
Professor Karl Atkin (University of York)
James Elander (University of Derby)
Daksha Elliot (Leicester Nurse Counsellor)
Professor Elizabeth Anionwu (Retired, Nurse Counsellor and establisher of The Sickle Cell Society)
Lillie Johnson (Sickle Cell Association of Ontario, Canada)
Professor Amy Livingston (Wittenberg University, USA)
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Output / Outcome Type
(e.g. report, publication, software,
knowledge built)
180 credits of OER
Life Science OERs
Social Science OERs
Other OERs
OER Training Resources
Technology “How to” Resources
OER Pipeline
Search engine optimisation
techniques
Optimised Website
SEO Guidelines
SEO “How to” Resources
SCOOTER Posterous Site
SCOOTER Facebook Site
SCOOTER YouTube Channel
Institutional Approach
Staff Training Materials

Brief Description and URLs (where applicable)

http://www.sicklecellanaemia.org/OER/index.html
http://www.sicklecellanaemia.org/OER/index.html
http://www.sicklecellanaemia.org/OER/index.html
http://www.sicklecellanaemia.org/OER/index.html
http://www.sicklecellanaemia.org/OER/index.html
http://www.sicklecellanaemia.org/OER/resources/scooter19/scooter9a.html

http://www.sicklecellanaemia.org/OER/index.html
http://www.sicklecellanaemia.org/OER/resources/scooter80/scooter80.html
http://www.sicklecellanaemia.org/OER/resources/scooter3638/scooter36.html
http://sicklecellanaemia.posterous.com/#!/
http://www.facebook.com/pages/Sickle-Cell-AnaemiaResources/101177073288746
http://www.youtube.com/user/SCOOTERDMU

http://www.sicklecellanaemia.org/OER/index.html

Dissemination
Research Publication
OER11 Conference, May 2011
Bioscience Conference, June 2011
Other dissemination activity

Submitted for publication
http://www.ucel.ac.uk/oer11/abstracts/1119.html
Abstract
See complete list of outputs and events (Appendix 6)

Appendix 3 Open Educational Resources Released
OER Format Summary
Type
Word Document
GIF (graphic)
HTML page
JPG (graphic)
MP3 (audio)
MP4 (video)
PDF Document
PNG (graphic)
PPSX (PowerPoint Slide Show)
PPT (PowerPoint Slides)
RTF and TXT
SWF (Flash Animation and Articulate Files)

Number of OER items
7
18
3
43
10
3
19
25
10
2
2
31

OER Subject Summary
Subject
Arts
OER Pipeline
OER Training
Life Sciences - Genetics
Life Sciences - Pathology
Social Sciences

Number of OER items
1
15
28
13
60
56
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Appendix 4 Analytical Data and SEO Performance
Google Analytics reports are available at:
http://www.sicklecellanaemia.org/OER/resources/JISC_Project_Documents/Official_Documents.html
Table 4.1 Social Network Summary as a Source of Traffic
Visits

Pages per
Visit

Avg. Time on Site
(S)

sicklecellanaemia.posterous.com / referral

83

3.597561

213.5854

hlsweb.dmu.ac.uk / referral

50

5.32

197.94

heacademy.ac.uk / referral

26

5.692308

176.2308

facebook.com / referral

23

2.391304

66.52174

ezinearticles.com / referral

17

3.941176

93.05882

dmu.ac.uk / referral

15

4.6

294.6667

dmuscooter.wikispaces.com / referral

10

3.2

656.1

prod.cetis.ac.uk / referral

9

3.666667

253.8889

twitter.com / referral

6

2.166667

116.6667

learnex.dmu.ac.uk / referral

5

6

158.4

sicklecellanaemiaorg.blogspot.com / referral

5

3

74.4

sicklecellanaemia.tumblr.com / referral

4

1.25

209.75

stumbleupon.com / referral

2

1

0

blogger.com / referral

1

8

57

delicious.com / referral

1

1

0

linkedin.com / referral

1

1

0

resources.jorum.ac.uk / referral

1

1

0

screenr.com / referral

1

1

0

surveymonkey.com / referral

1

1

0

Table 4.2 Time Invested in Social Networking
May 6

th

June 21st

Visitors

Visitors

Activity

Backlink I have submitted

262

325

One off

Posterous network

96

136

5 minutes per week

Ezine

17

17

1 article per month

Others grown organically

80

181

Nothing
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Table 4.3 Summary of Social Network Activity
May-11

Follower /
Subscriber

Jun-11

Comments /
Posts

Site Views /
Resource
Views

Follower /
Subscriber

7

Comments /
Posts

SCOOTER Forum

39

Posterous

4

44

YouTube Channel

1

Twitter

29

33

Facebook

26

35

Blogger

1

1

0

3789

5

342

2

Site Views /
Resource
Views

7
4746
1

SCREENR

9

SlideShare (1 presentation)
TOTAL NUMBERS

64
100

7

4131

120

1

NB: Jan 1st there were 27 followers / subscribers
NB Some of the resource uploads were recent

Appendix 5 Student Evaluation of Genetics Resources
As part of the evaluation plan it was anticipated that some resources would be released early for student
evaluation. A series of animations on alpha and beta globin genetics were produced as Adobe Flash
animations with voiceovers, produced by Dr Mark Fowler and developed by Dr Viv Rolfe.
An email was issued on a voluntary basis asking students to complete a pre-test, view the 6 animations
on alpha globin, and then complete a post-test comprising of the same questions but were randomly
presented. Students volunteered from three science programmes – Biomedical Science (BSc Honours);
Medical Science (BMedSci Honours) and the Foundation in Healthcare Sciences. Students were of
mixed levels – foundation level 3 to final year undergraduate level 6.
The post-test also included a section on student attitudes to OERs.
The students study varying levels of haematology in all years, so at the time the evaluation was
conducted – March 2011, all the students would have completed their lectures and had some degree of
knowledge enabling them to answer either the simple, medium or advanced questions.
Results of Learning Gain Tests
27 students completed the pre-test and 21 completed the post-test voluntarily.
Pre-test scores / 14
10
7
9
5
7
0
0

395

Post-test scores / 14
13
14
6
4
13
11
14
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0
0
0
11
3
4
4
10
4
9
4
7
11
0
11
0
5
5
5

13
14
6
4
13
12
14
13
14
6
4
13
12
14

Mean = 5.03846
Standard Deviation = 3.92409

Mean = 10.80952
Standard Deviation = 3.88097

Standard Error = 0.76958

Standard Error = 0.8469

P<0.05, unpaired, 2 tailed Student T Test.
Reflection
The small self-selecting group of students experienced a positive learning gain after using the genetics
OERs on alpha globin. All of the students completed the pre- and post- tests on the same day, although it
is not clear how long each student took to view the resources, or what methods, e.g. note taking took
place.
The results are therefore interpreted cautiously as an indicator that the animations were of good quality at
conveying genetic information, comprising of some detailed questions for example the precise location of
the alpha globin gene, and a full definition of haemoglobinopathy.
Results of Student Opinions of Open Educational Resources
Question

Type

Yes or no, have you heard of the term "open educational
resources" (OERs)?

Yes / No

If you have answered no, go on to the next question. If you said
yes, which OERs do you use in your learning already?

Open

OER are educational materials (animations, video, text, slides)
that are available for anyone to use on the internet, and most
importantly they are copyrighted and licensed so you are allowed
to use them using Creative Commons. What types of online
resources in general do you use? (Select all that apply).

List Selection

Describe briefly when and how you tend to use online resources
as part of your learning?

Open
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What electronic devices do you use to view these resources?
(Select all that apply).

List Selection

How do you feel about De Montfort and your lecturers placing
their teaching materials openly on the internet for others to use?

Open

In short, 6 out of 21 students had heard of the term OER (29%)
Of the 6 that answered yes, they named the following as sources of OER: Research papers, NHS,
Wikipedia, Gene Cards and Videos.
All students regularly use a PC or MAC whilst 9 out of 21 claimed to use mobile devices and phones.
When asked in general the types of online resources they used, they all use YouTube and WIkipedia,
many were familiar with the DMU OER Project “Virtual Analytical Laboratory” (VAL), and a few used
OpenLearn resources. Many considered research papers and used Google Images (Table below).
Sources of OERs?
Videos from YouTube?
Information from Wikipedia?
De Montfort Uni OERs such as VAL
Open University “Open Learn”
Google Images
Research papers

Total
21
21
12
3
12
18

Percentage
100
100
57
14
57
86

The following were given as open comments describing when these types of resources were generally
used.
•
•
•
•
•
•
•
•
•
•

When given an assignment or trying to solve a problem
Online resources on myDMU or information on Wikipedia as background information which I then
read up on in textbooks.
At any time usually during the night
Very useful in aiding in assignments during the planning stages.
Online learning materials, particularly those which have video content are an excellent way of
memorising information that is hard to remember or understand for me.
To get a basic understanding of concepts, To provide guidance on what the key points are and
what to research further.
Online to gather more information.
It can give the general overview of the topic before it can then be researched in more depth so
you can get a general understanding of the topic before delving into reams of research papers.
They are excellent when it comes to revision and writing essays.
Podcasts further mean that I can do other tasks while listening and learning.

Clearly electronic resources are fundamental to student learning, for planning assignments and
understanding basic concepts; enable multitasking and as a better way of memorising information.
Most illuminating were the student responses to OER in general, open comments.
•
•
•

Good, resources should be shared to help everyone.
It would be very beneficial for students as it will allow students to reinforce the notes gained from
lectures.
It would also be easily accessible for all students regardless of university to use the resources
without the use of blackboard or other systems. It would also aid students living at home and
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•

•
•
•
•

away from the university so they can access the resources without having to use the universities
library. One example of the advantage of OER is if a student forgets their blackboard login
credentials and can only reset their password at the university which can be inconvenient
especially for commuters.
It is excellent to see such hard work being distributed throughout the world for free. These
resources are of very high quality and are valuable adjuncts to the lives of thousands. I feel proud
of the fact that I study at DMU.
Good - encourages others to learn.
It would be nice if more resources like this are accessible to everyone.
If DMU can allow others to use their resources hopefully other institutions will reciprocate.
It is very helpful for students browsing the web from other universities to have access to such
valuable resources.

Students clearly are enthusiastic and encouraging of the notion of open educational resources, and have
a strong sense that resources should be shared, that the resources were of good quality and they were
effective learning tools.

Appendix 6 Evaluation De Montfort University Staff Perceptions of Open Educational Resources
Feedback from staff contributors
What worked well:
•
•
•
•
•
•

•

•

•

•

Having the drive, motivation and to an extent the authority support to produce material
Working as part of interdisciplinary team, particularly building links with people perhaps that you
wouldn’t normally interact with.
The whole technical side of things – seemed to work to me with good web-site that’s easy to use
and navigate
Management of the programme, seeing how multiple people and tasks can be integrated
Increased knowledge of possibilities for OERs and how to produce fit-for-purpose material in
different formats
With regard to the idea of Open Educational Resources, I found this idea easier to grasp than the
technology, though I felt embarrassed I had not heard of OERs before. The area I felt most
confident about was the topic of sickle cell, my special area in terms of my own sociological
research, and in particular I felt I had good professional and community contacts to offer to the
project team.
The resource I felt most pleasure in helping to identify and facilitate was the scanning of the book
by the noted anthropologist Frank B Livingstone who dies in 2005. I had a copy of his classic outof-print work Frequencies of Hemoglobin Variants: Thalassemia, The Glucose-6-Phosphate
Dehydrogenase Deficiency, G6PD Variants, and Ovalocytosis in Human Populations (Oxford
University Press, 1985). As the publisher did not own the digital copyright we approached the
family for permission to reproduce the work and this was given.
As a major contributor to the SCOOTER project Keith Chambers at the Leicester Royal Infirmary
was able to unlock access to a repository of hospital slides and to help the science colleagues by
providing diagnostic examples of different variant haemoglobins.
My own resources that I felt worked best from the point of view of production were the
Powerpoint Presentations that had accompanying commentary. I felt relatively confident in the
production of these resources (a series of four on Ethnicity and Screening for Sickle Cell and a
series of six on Sickle Cell in Schools) as each lecture followed a peer-reviewed publication in an
academic journal.
The best ‘knock-on’ effect of the project through being introduced to the ideas of Creative
Commons, to make a policy leaflet on sickle cell in schools into an open education resource
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•

under the attribution and share alike conditions. This I anticipate will make the resource (since
adopted by the Department for Education for their web-site) more valuable to audiences abroad
as well as in the UK.
I learned the meaning of the term open educational resources and of the particular types of
license available under Creative Commons. I quite rapidly felt able to explain these ideas to
others.

What didn’t work well
•

•

•

•
•

Getting the initial enthusiasm of contributors to result in solid, usable resources; this has proved
to be a nightmare. It’s primarily down to 1. Time and prioritisation of the people producing the
material and 2. Perceived (and perhaps real) issues with ownership of materials (from individual
images/data through to packages as it were) which has put off a good number of potential
contributors because it is at least perceived as a difficult issue and different institutions seem to
have different approaches.
As an older academic, who did not have the opportunity to even touch a computer until I was 31,
one of the main fears was that I am being left behind with technological developments in
education, and that this project was a symptom of this process. There is no institutional help for
the point where you cannot yourself work out why the software does not work as expected or
how to re-configure software in relation to changing institutional configurations of IT provision.
The most disappointing aspect of the project was discovering just how constraining copyright
considerations for existing materials proved to be. Frankly I would be surprised if most university
lecturers did not have copyrighted materials dotted extensively through their lecture slides.
Teaching materials are ostensibly the intellectual property of the university where they are
created, and this further complicates the endeavour of trying to create open education resources.
The other major source of frustration was associated with technologies. Of about 20 days spent
producing ten Powerpoint/Articulate Presenter lectures with commentary, at least half the days
were wasted trying to work out why a succession of headphones/a succession of different
installations of Articulate Presenter/ removing and re-installing lower and higher versions of
Internet Explorer which were/were not compatible with a content management system Tridion
used by the university and which affected what sounds/animations were accessible, all meant
that recordings were not working.

DMU Staff Perceptions of Open Education Resources and Practices
Benefits
A wealth of potential information out there
Stops you re-inventing the wheel
You can adapt to your own situations

Quality
Some OER are unchecked even in Wikipedia for example.
Need as much peer-reviewed material as possible.
Authenticity
Time to check authentification

Hazards
Danger of opt-out as students just use OER in lieu of lectures and formal contact with HE
Needs encouraging with permissions given via institutional policy
Experienced staff may lack the confidence to develop OER.
Faculty level - what are the structures and processes and where is the expertise to facilitate this
Individual - what is the motivation, copyright, impact, evidence of impact on learning
Competitors may rip off material in an intensively competitive market for students
It requires skill to develop own OERs.
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Lack of reciprocity
Need dedicate staff to do it due to time restraints
Issues of ownership - some people are reluctant to share

Time
Ringfence uninterrupted time when you can also access support
Need time to develop resources as an individual or as a team (maybe a programme or subject team)
Barrier - time.
Staff unwillingness mainly because of the time and hassle

IPR
Central support for Creative Commons required
How to acknowledge
How to protect against piration
What are copyright and performance rights issues
Staff support on copyright and licencing.

Wider Questions
How are they pedagogically meaningful
How can they be used by students
How can students be producers
How can we adapt DMU portal or repositories
Need to agree a strategic approach including professional development at DMU
Convince staff why it is advantageous to do so
What is in it for me?
How to locate OERs

Appendix 7 Dissemination
Conference / workshops meetings
NovDec
Sickle Cell 2010, London

JanFeb

x
Objective: Overview of SCOOTER Project
Delegates: ~-100

DMU OER Staff Symposium

x

Objective: Overview of OER and SCOOTER / TIGER Projects
Delegates: ~25
Teacher Fellow Symposium

x
Objective: Poster and flyers on SCOOTER
Delegates: ~50

NIACE OER Adult Learning, Leicester

x

Objective: Share OER experiences with new audience
Delegates: ~35
Worldwide Initiative on Social Studies of Haemoglobinopathies, USA

x

Objective: Poster and flyers on SCOOTER
Delegates: 20
Annual Conference of the North Carolina Sickle Cell Chapter, USA
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Objective: Poster and flyers on SCOOTER
Delegates: 80
DMU Teacher Fellow Away Day

x

Objective: Share OER experiences with new audience
Delegates: ~35
Faculty of HLS Teacher Fellow Meeting

x

Objective: Share OER experiences with new audience
Delegates: ~20
DMU Faculty of Health and Life Sciences Showcase

x

Objective: Poster and flyers on SCOOTER
Delegates: ~150
OER11 Manchester

x
Objective: SEO techniques and social networking
Delegates: ~40

King's College Sickle Cell Meeting

x
Objective: Poster and flyers on SCOOTER
Delegates: 80

Effective Learning in Biosciences, July 2011

x
Objective: SEO works!
Delegates:

Sickle Cell Society Annual Meeting, July 2011

x

Objective: Poster and flyers on SCOOTER
Delegates: 150
Organization for Sickle Cell Anaemia Research (OSCAR Sandwell) Seminar, July 2011

x

Objective: Poster and flyers on SCOOTER
Delegates: 25
Organization for Sickle Cell Anaemia Research (OSCAR Birmingham) Seminar, July 2011
Objective: Poster and flyers on SCOOTER
Delegates: 25
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